
MODULE 4

Subject: Sutras 2 - Yoga Philosophy, Ethics and Lifestyle 5 (YPEL4.1)

Trainer: Tracey Uber Cook

Subject Overview
In this session we will cover Ch. 3 and 4 Patanjali’s Raja Yoga Sutras. We will look at:

Ch. 3 Vibhuti Pada -- Divine Manifestations of Power
● The last 3 limbs of ashtanga yoga: dharana, dhyana, and samadhi -- together they are called

Samyama
● Samyama explained in detail
● Description of siddhis (deep awareness of subtleties happening beyond the realm of our 5 senses)

Ch. 4. Kaivalya Pada -- Liberation
● Precise tips on becoming liberated from the mind and suffering
● The 3 gunas
● A clear distinction between Purusha and Prakriti

Learning Outcomes
By the end of this subject students will:

● Have an overall understanding of the entirety of Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras, from beginning to end
● Be able to define and explain samyama
● Know what siddhis are and give examples
● Understand that siddhis are a step along the path and not the end of the journey
● Refine understanding of Purusha and Prakriti

Assessment
Self Reflection: So far, we have looked at many yogic theories, practices, and texts including: Samkhya,
Vedanta, The Koshas (including Nadis and Chakras), Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras, Chanting, Anatomy, Asanas,
and Pranayama.

● Of all these, what do you find resonates the most with you?
● What do you find to be true in yourself and in your practice?
● How has this knowledge changed the way you approach your practice?
● What do you know now about yoga that you didn’t know before?

Written for submission: After spending some time reflecting on this, write down your insights and thoughts
surrounding these questions above for submission. (1 page maximum)

Resources
Article: Thoughts on Vibhutipada
The Yogi and the Ordinary
Article: The Tyranny of Expectations

Workshop Duration: 2 hours
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https://bhusunda.wordpress.com/2011/11/11/thoughts-on-vibhuti-pada/
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1bxgqBU7euA4Fstb3EOwXNeAM6EtYQmo-aFFxEsqnUms/edit
https://dharmawisdom.org/the-tyranny-of-expectations/?fbclid=IwAR3oby2nEtTzgv9mF3ayfyrY1FBknxxsTB6uCrF2q4ijjrxVK6HjEIVEegk


MODULE 4

Subject: Deities - Yoga Philosophy, Ethics and Lifestyle 6 (YPEL4.2)

Trainer: Tracey Uber Cook

Subject Overview
In this session, we will look at Ishwara, or the forms of Divinity commonly known as deities.  We will look at:

● Devas (male deities), and Devis (female deities)
● The energies they represent
● Qualities of the tools and animals that accompany them
● Some fun deity stories
● The mantras associated with them

Learning Outcomes
By the end of this subject students will:

● Be able to explain the concept of Ishwara
● Know the difference between Devas and Devis, and which Devas and Devis are paired together
● Be familiar with the most prevalent of the Hindu Deities in society today
● Know and chant several of the deity mantras (Saguna Mantras)

Assessment
Self practice: choose one deity whose energy, qualities, or mantra calls to you.  For 1 week, chant the
mantra of that deity several times a day.  Perhaps do a little extra research on that deity. Study and reflect on
his/her image.  Notice if this touches you or if you feel moved by this type of Bhakti yoga.

Written for submission: Write down what drew you to the deity you chose.  Do you find those qualities in
yourself, or are they qualities that you wish to cultivate more in yourself? Are they qualities you would like to
see more of in the world? Write down your reaction to this exercise (I know that it will resonate strongly with
some students, and not at all with others).  I appreciate you giving it a go. :-)

Resources
Article: Most Important Hindu deities
Beautiful article on Kali

Workshop Duration: 1 hour
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https://www.learnreligions.com/top-hindu-deities-1770309
https://faculty.chass.ncsu.edu/mgfosque/ENG219/Kali.html


MODULE 4

Subject: Chakras - Yogic Physiology 4 (YP4)

Trainer: Tracey Uber Cook

Subject Overview
In this session, we will look at the Chakra system within Pranamaya Kosha.  We will examine the Chakras
below individually and collectively in relation to the Koshas.

● Mooladhara Chakra
● Svadhistana Chakra
● Manipura Chakra
● Anahata Chakra
● Vishuddhi Chakra
● Ajna Chakra
● Sahasrara

Learning Outcomes
By the end of this subject students will:

● Recognise all 7 major Chakras, names and locations
● Understand the functions and effects of these Chakras in relation to each Kosha (physical to subtle)
● Know and experience the Bija Mantras for each Chakra
● Start to familiarise and develop a relationship to the chakras within yourself through asana,

pranayama, and concentration/meditation

Assessment
Self Practice: Taking what you know about Chakras, incorporate Chakra awareness into your asana,
pranayama, and meditation practice. Are there certain asanas that aim to open/balance specific Chakras?
What about in your pranayama practice? When sitting quietly, spend a bit of time with your attention at each
Chakra and see what happens when you rest your attention there. Are there certain sensations that arise?
Visions? Emotions?

Written for submission: For each Chakra (including Sahasrara), find at least one asana in your Ashtanga
practice that has a strong influence/effect on that Chakra for you and write down your experience and insights
surrounding this. If you don’t necessarily feel any effects, then just think about which poses logically
correspond to each chakra and explain how and why.

Resources
EY Article:What are chakras?
Yin yoga poses for each chakra
Chakras and the Endocrine System -- Timothy Pope
Chakras Article -- Bernie Clark

Workshop Duration: 2 hours
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https://www.ekhartyoga.com/articles/practice/introduction-to-chakras?utm_source=EkhartYoga&utm_campaign=b01b196850-&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_32cb21af92-b01b196850-290134732
https://www.ekhartyoga.com/articles/practice/yin-yoga-sequence-for-the-chakras?utm_source=EkhartYoga&utm_campaign=b01b196850-&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_32cb21af92-b01b196850-290134732
https://www.timothypope.co.uk/chakras-endocrine-system/
https://yinyoga.com/energy-chakras-and-the-endocrine-system/


MODULE 4

Subject: Yoga Techniques Asana (YT4)

Trainer: Allison Dearling

Subject Overview
This subject will be broken down into smaller sessions as follows:

● The jump-through and jump-back will be workshopped. This is a fundamental transition of the
ashtanga yoga system (primary series) will be examined to ensure a basic understanding of all
relevant elements (see next point) are discussed and practiced.

● All postures that have been covered so far will be workshopped to gain a deeper understanding of the
physical practice of all surya namaskar, the standing postures and the transitions that link the postures
together to create the vinyasa.

● A guided class will also be undertaken to pull it altogether in a flowing session for trainees to
experience all that has been covered so far.

Learning Outcomes
By the end of this subject students will:

● Understand the concept of Vinyasa Krama and how to use it to simplify complex physical movement
patterns in your own practice

● Experiment with different ways to work on the jump-back and jump-through, identify where you are
inhibited and include action to work on in your own practice wherever you are right now

● Recall posture names in sanskrit for all standing postures
● Recall main modifications and alternatives for all standing postures, jump-through and jump-backs
● Experience the ashtanga yoga standing series guided class

Assessment
Self assessment : assess where you are at in terms of the jump-through and jump-back right now. Put
together a plan of where you would like to be in 3 months and the actions you feel you would like to work on
and start working towards it. Submit this plan for review.

Written assessment : reflect on the process of learning the primary series so far in your yoga practice
journey. Did you have any beliefs about ashtanga yoga before you started and how have they changed? How
do you feel about Guided classes compared to Mysore style? What have been your frustrations, successes,
obstacles and realisations so far? Refer to your practice journal for any insights and include in your reflection.
Summit a written reflection on the above (1 page max)

Resources
Functional anatomy of yoga by David Keil pages 192 - 299

Strength Drills to Jump Through and Jump Back
Asana Kitchen: 3 Keys to Yoga Jump Back with David Garrigues
Yoga Pose - Jumping Back | The House Of Yoga

Vinyasa Krama Mandiram | yogatemple
What is Vinyasa krama

Workshop Duration: 5.5 hours
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcJ7xh9l6Vs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ku2S8WUBRVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmrSNlyXk2I
https://www.yogatemple.com/vinyasa-krama-
https://www.ekhartyoga.com/articles/practice/what-is-vinyasa-krama


MODULE 4

Subject: Yoga Techniques Pranayama (YT4.1)

Trainer: Tracey Uber-Cook

Subject Overview
In this session we will review the Agni Sari pranayama technique, with the addition of Maha Bandha/Bandha
Triyam.
We will also learn the next 2 techniques in the series: Bhastrika and Nadi Shodhana.

Learning Outcomes
By the end of this subject students will:

● Gain continued skill and poise in Agni Sari
● Become familiar with Bhastrika and holding the breath with full lungs (Antar Kumbhaka)
● Learn Nadi Shodhana
● Learn some gentler rhythms for when Agni Sari and Bhastrika may be too strong

Assessment
Self practice : Until we meet again for the next module, practice this pranayama sequence at least 2x per
week (best done in the morning):

● 2 x rounds Agni Sari
● 2 x rounds Bhastrika with retention
● 2 minutes Nadi Shodhana (up to 5 minutes, if you have time)

Notice what comes easily for you, and what challenges you.  How is your patience?  How is the quality of
attention that you bring to this practice?  Does it change during the practice?

Written for submission: reflect on the koshas and if/how each of these pranayama techniques affects each
layer of the Koshas.  Write down what is easily noticed and also if there are any effects that are hard to detect
but reveal themselves through abhyasa (sustained, diligent practice over time).

Resources
Preparing for your pranayama practice
Moola Bandha
Uddiyana and Jalandhara Bandhas
Bhastrika
Gentler Alternative Rhythms
Nadi Shodhana

Recorded instructions for the Assessment practice to come

Workshop Duration: 1.5 hour
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https://youtu.be/227Ett7XbRU
https://youtu.be/eO08wfUmxX8
https://youtu.be/RJFSUpgHZ8U
https://youtu.be/KyvzshHUVjE
https://youtu.be/6YRfHQrO6Uw
https://youtu.be/Y0G5J7_TulU


MODULE 4

Subject: Chanting the Primary Series and Vinyasa counting (SC4)

Trainer: Allison Dearling

Subject Overview
This subject will be broken down into smaller sessions as follows:

● Chanting posture names - we will chant together in sanskrit the names of the primary series postures
to learn the pronunciation and intonation

● Chanting counting - we chant together in sanskrit the numbers on our sanskrit counting handout

Learning Outcomes
By the end of this subject students will:

● Enjoy the practice of chanting as a group and learn the pronunciation and intonation of the postures
names and vinyasa counting

Assessment
Self practice : Practice chanting the posture names and vinyasa counting

Resources
Handout : Sanskrit counting

Handout : Chanting the posture names

Workshop Duration: 1 hour
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MODULE 4

Subject: Anatomy and Physiology 4 (AP4)

Trainer: Harry Normand

Subject Overview
Self paced session, complete online Yoganatomy modules :

● Module 5 The Digestive system
● Module 6 The Endocrine system

Assessment
Yoganatomy Modules as above complete all units inside the online module including the discussion questions
and quiz.

Resources
Yoganatomy online modules 5 and 6

No in person workshop
Only online Yoganatomy modules to be completed (self paced) by next module.
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MODULE 4

Subject: PREWORK TO BE COMPLETED BEFORE MODULE 5 weekend

Subject : Bhagavad Gita - Yoga Philosophy, Ethics and Lifestyle 6 (YPEL5.1)

Pre-work:
Read Bhagavad Gita and just lookout for the things we have already learned so far:

● 4 paths of yoga
● Similarities to the Sutras
● Samkhya
● Vedanta
● Jot down any questions or a-ha’s you have when reading and bring them along to the lecture in

January.
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